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Note from the Crisis Manageri 

 
Dear Delegates of NAMUN 2019, 
 
It is my pleasure to welcome you to the Timur’s Conquests Crisis Committee. For those of 

you who have never done crisis committees before, allow me to quickly summarize some of the 
main attributes of crisis committees: your delegation represents a historical character rather 
than a country, and you can enact policy changes in real time during the debate. In fact, instead 
of ‘debating’, you are much more likely to work together with your teammates to reach a 
common goal. Because of the crisis nature of the committee, every action you do, whether by 
yourself or as a team, will have a relatively quick response, which you will be informed about, so 
that the stages of the crisis may advance. 

Timur’s Conquests is even more special because it is a Joint Cabinet Crisis, which means that 
delegates are separated into smaller teams called cabinets which interact with each other. In 
our committee, there are three: the Timurids, the Ottomans and the Mamluks, all vying for 
control of the Middle East. In a Joint Cabinet Crisis, if one cabinet decides to take action, the 
other cabinets will react, leading to a very dynamic and constantly changing scenario. 

Set in the late 14th century C.E, the Timurid Empire was the last Turko-Mongolic Empire to 
rule the Middle East and Central Asia based on its speed. It expanded violently, securing much of 
the former territories of the Mongol Chagatai, Golden Horde and Ilkhanate, but it also had to 
contest with the rising gunpowder empires of Mamluk Egypt, the Ottomans and the Mughals. 
As a delegate in Timur’s Conquests, you must seek to act in your faction’s best interests and 
expand the power of your empire, trying to conquer the Middle East. 

This Mechanics Guide will outline the key procedural aspects of our committee and how it 
differs from more traditional MUN committees and even other crisis committees. The next 
section will outline the core mechanics; but be mindful that some information will only be 
available on the day of the first committee session, so come prepared but expect to learn more. 
At the end of this document is a list of the possible characters that delegates will represent in 
the committee with short descriptions. Be sure to read all of this document before the 
conference begins! 

I have no doubt that the next few days will be full of strategy, teamwork and fun. I am eager 
to see the events play out and witness the new alternate historical timeline that our committee 
will create. I hope that you enjoy the conference and the committee; and remember, all of the 
staff – the chairs, moderators, crisis analysts and myself – are here to help you and make sure 
you make the most out of the committee. 
 
With all that said: Good luck, delegates! 

 
Daniel Nogueira Feijó 
NAMUN 2019 Timur’s Conquests Crisis Manager 
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Core Mechanics 
 
Private Directives 

These are directives sent in each delegate’s private notebook reflecting actions taken just 
by their characters. These should avoid redundancy and be as clear and as detailed as possible. 
Diagrams are welcome if these can help. Note that blatantly unrealistic directives, such as 
building a huge wall around the entire empire, will be outright rejected. 

A private directive can address any relevant topic; however, delegates should be mindful of 
their character’s background and positions. They should be aware that a purely religious leader 
does not have the power or experience to command an army, and that a career-long 
commander might know little of conducting grandiose religious rituals to boost morale. 
Therefore, it is better to stick to actions that their characters can realistically do. 

For general private directives, delegates need not name their operations nor specify the 
“To” and “From” unless they desire a specific person in the crisis room to receive it. They can 
also write joint private directives together with other delegates on a shared piece of paper or 
by sharing one of the notebooks. These would still follow the private directive format rather 
than the public directive format, but if all or most of the delegates in the faction wish to write a 
directive as a team, they should choose to do a public directive rather than a joint private 
directive as the former is given priority by the crisis analysts and usually has greater chances of 
succeeding. 

If the directive is not an action to be performed but rather a question (for example, how 
many cavalrymen do I have in Samarkand?) then delegates should identify it as so by initiating 
their private directive with the underlined word Question or a Q followed by a colon: Q:  

The same applies if the delegates have any questions about procedure for the crisis room or 
wish to speak with one of the analysts or the crisis manager, they should identify their message 
with the tag described above. 

When delegates use their private directive notebooks to communicate with other delegates 
in other committees, the “To” and “From” must be clearly specified. However, if the message is 
about a question, it is not necessary to add the question marker described above, that is only 
needed for when the message is for the crisis room. 

In the case where the contents of a private directive are inappropriate, unrelated to the 
crisis, offensive or violate any of the rules or expectations of the committee, the issue will be 
privately addressed among the directorship (chairs, moderators, crisis manager and analysts) 
and action will be taken. 

 
Public Directives 

These are similar to MUN resolutions in which they are crafted together by the committee 
and take decisive action. In Timur’s Conquests, each public directive can only have a maximum 
of three sponsors, but signatories are unlimited. Sponsors indicate the main creators of the 
directive while signatories want to see it on the floor and may have contributed to it. Delegates 
should be mindful of their role as sponsors; if the directive concerns public policy, then the best 
statesman character in the cabinet should be included as a sponsor; and if the directive 
concerns lands owned by a particular character in the faction, then that character’s delegate 
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should be a sponsor too. The voting procedures involved are standard and will be decided 
together with the Chairs at a future date [before the publication of the official Mechanics 
guide].  
 
Types of Directives 

Directives, public and private, can address a myriad of issues of many types. The following 
are a few of the most common and their nuances; these are merely suggestions and guidelines, 
delegates do not need to stick to any of these categories and are encouraged to be creative. 

• Military – these mostly concern the movement of troops from point A to point B; but 
may also define what equipment they are using or which tactics to use while 
defending or to attack, and other things to that extent. 

• Political – these concern policy decisions to raise morale and reform sectors of 
government and society but also for diplomacy. A political directive can specify a 
method of increasing favour with the Sultan, a religious ritual to increase the 
military’s fervour, or propose a diplomatic deal with a nearby state to attack an 
enemy region. The possibilities are numerous. 

• Economic – these concern increases in production of certain materials and the 
administration of resources. To a limited extent, they can also be used to research 
technology. 

• Logistical – these deal with the establishment of supply lines and the distribution 
and collection of key resources. 

• Intelligence – these focus on espionage and the gathering of information as well as 
the protection against foreign espionage. 

 
 

Notes on Military Directives 
For Timur’s Conquests, all units will be counted per unit instead of military division unless 

specified. Expect to write directives such as “send 3000 cavalry from A to B to scout the area for 
possible enemy armies” instead of “send the 1st and 5th cavalry divisions from A to B…” 

 
 

Types of Military Units 

• Infantry – mostly light infantry, these can be either melee or ranged. Heavy Infantry 
will be limited to the personal guard of emperors. 

• Cavalry – mostly light cavalry, which can also use ranged weapons. Heavy cavalry will 
also be limited to the imperial guard. 

•  Siege Units – such as catapults, battering rams, trebuchets and the like. 

• Naval units – such as galleys and warships. These will not be initially included in the 
Timur’s Conquests scenario; but could be available if delegates wish to use them, 
requesting them through a directive. 

•  Spies – there will be a very limited number of those for each faction, so they must 
use these wisely. Each spy will have a name and a specialty, so choosing which spy to 
use is key for the success of the cabinet’s operations. 
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• Military Engineers – these can be used to construct walls, more siege engines, 
bridges, roads, fortifications, etc. There are a limited number of them, so use them 
wisely. 

 
 

Committee Special Mechanic: Resistance and Submission 
For this committee, we will be employing a special mechanic called “Resistance and 

Submission”. Historically, Timur was notoriously infamous for the atrocities he committed 
against enemy populations, which created a great climate of fear in the middle east and helped 
both him and the enemy empires secure their power. Many cities feared Timur so much that 
they surrendered to him without a fight, and cities under his control seldom rebelled. 

The special mechanic seeks to emulate that climate. In simple terms, delegates must ensure 
that the populations in the cities that they control respect their rulers. Delegates can earn their 
subjects’ respect positively, by enacting policies that favour them, making their people more 
supportive of their war effort. The more the population respects its rulers positively, the less 
likely it is to rebel, desert to the enemy, betray their rulers and the likelier it is to support their 
war effort. Moreover, foreign peoples might also gain a positive image of that empire. 

However, respect can also be achieved through fear. The more brutal its rulers, the more 
fearful become the people, so they are less likely to rebel, and enemy populations might 
surrender to the delegate’s armies out of fear. However, gaining respect through fear has its 
downsides, as people will try to desert, betray their rulers, give limited support to their war 
effort and look favourably on a conqueror who comes to liberate them from their oppressors. 

Will you be benign rulers that inspire your subjects or brutal dictators that they respect out 
of fear? Can you find the delicate balance between the two, so that you can keep your 
territories intact? Remember: great empires are not just militarily strong, they are also well-
governed. 

 

Character Information 
Each character in Timur’s Conquests has a personal objective within the greater campaign 

which they should seek to complete. There is only one personal objective per character and 
these are not known to the other characters. If during the crisis, a delegate manages to fulfil his 
characters’ personal objective, then the delegate will be appropriately rewarded by the crisis 
room, usually in the form of some bonus to aid in campaign. 

Below is a list with all the characters in the committee this year, along with a minor 
description. The delegates will receive their character’s personal objective privately during the 
first committee session. 
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Faction/Cabinet Description 

Timurid 
 

Amir Timur A.K.A Tamerlane, ruler of the Timurid Empire 

Shah Rukh Timur’s son, governor of the East 

Miranshah Timur’s son, governor of Azerbaijan (Sultaniyah) 

Mohammed Sultan Timur’s grandson, governor of Kandahar 

Khalil Sultan Timur’s grandson 

Ottoman 
 

Bayezid I Ottoman Sultan 

Mehmed Çelebi Bayezid’s son 

Suleyman Çelebi Bayezid’s son 

Stefan Lazarević Serbian Vassal 

Durad Branković Serbian Vassal, Stefan’s heir 

Nesireddin Mehmed Bey Bey of Dulkadir 

Mamluk 
 

Barquq Sultan of Mamluk Egypt 

Sultan Ahmad Jalayir Exiled Ruler of Baghdad 

Damurdash Former Governor of Aleppo 

Qara Yusuf Exiled leader of Qara Qoyunlu 

Shihameddin Ahmed Bey Ramazanid Ruler of Cilicia, Mamluk Vassal 

Other 
 

Giorgi VII King of Georgia 

Constantine II Exiled King of Imereti 
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